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Digital Strategy

Binders of strategy do not create success. You need a roadmap with turn by turn directions.

Your successful digital marketing strategy is probably right under your nose, but it’s fragmented among stakeholders — 
or buried in customer data, or crammed in the summaries of competitor analysis. We bring all of this complexity 
together into a clear strategy for you using work you’ve already done and then going deeper. But that’s just the 
beginning. We also lay out a detailed roadmap to put your strategy into action.

Successful digital strategies identify opportunities that align your business needs with your customer’s goals. Then when 
you have a roadmap, everything is integrated within all marketing efforts. Who does all of this work? Danapros can 
execute on your strategy, but we’re more interested in empowering your business by uncovering the internal people, 
processes and tools necessary to sustain long-term success.

The Danapros Approach

As a nimble technology firm, our resource model is structured to be agile in both purpose and practice. We don’t believe 
in having multiple layers.

Strategy

Provides strategic guidance on the account to ensure the focus remains on the organizational goals by thinking big and 
pushing the boundaries to achieve success. 

Design 

Delivers modern, elegant and user-friendly designs and interactive experiences across desktop, tablet and mobile, 
providing content and functionality that aligns with users’ unique wants and needs. 

Integrate

Focuses on providing solutions, implementing platforms, and partnering with technology providers to ensure a seamless 
production process for the client.

Insights

Extracts meaningful insights from user actions and website performance to inform the strategic direction of the design 
and capabilities of the website.

Continued Focused

Provides focus on tactical operations and client communications, keeping the project on task, on time and on budget. 
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Research Shows Design & Development Are Important

At Danapros, we have designed your website and social platforms for ease of use, efficiency and integration. These are 
critical components for your social media and digital marketing efforts. If we did not design your website, we can modify 
your code and optimize it to meet the digital marketing strategy.
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Our Strategic Framework

Too often, strategies fail because they do not consider all aspects of the organization when developing the strategy. 
Success will only come when you bring all these layers together into a robust, integrated strategy. How does Danapros 
make this happen? Real Opportunities. Real Results.

Opportunities become real only if your business objectives align with your customers’ needs and your ability to deliver 
on those needs.

Internal Capabilities Drive Success

Understanding the maturity of your internal capabilities is an important consideration. The readiness of your people, 
technology, brand, and culture will shape a custom plan to help you realize your digital potential.

Governance & Policy Support Scale

Scaling your digital efforts is one of the most challenging aspects of any digital strategy. Creating policies and governance 
models for your business is key to support your digital strategy and allow for growth.
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Social Media Strategy

A social media strategy is vital in a world where consumers are now continuously connected to their personal and 
business networks. Leveraging and integrating elements of the social web across your brand experience and marketing 
efforts will create cohesion and bring scale to your efforts.

A social media strategy becomes more powerful when it is fully integrated into the digital strategy. Strategy is dependent 
on people, process, tools and accountability. We bring all this together into a clear and actionable roadmap for success.

Brand Advocacy

Danapros recognizes the extraordinary power of advocacy-based brand strategy in today’s socially connected, digital 
world. People who love your brand will introduce you to your new customers. Customer referrals and recommendations 
come from your brand advocates – a network of highly satisfied, passionate and connected customers who love your 
products and service.

Danapros helps you identify your true advocates, put programs in place to nurture and capture brand advocacy as it 
happens. We’ll help you bring meaning, scale and most importantly, results to your brand advocacy program. And we’ll 
encourage your best customers to go beyond being a loyal customer to becoming an advocate for your brand.

Loyalty & Reward Programs

One of the biggest assets to any business is customer loyalty. Customers are the bread and butter that keeps the lights on
and the doors open. But far too often they’re forced to the wayside while new customer acquisition takes center stage.

At Danapros, we believe that loyal customers, when treated well and rewarded, become your brand advocates. That’s 
what we aim to do with our loyalty and rewards programs. When you show your appreciation to the customers who 
have stood the test of time, they’re likely to return the favor.

Loyalty & Reward Program Services
• Loyalty Program Strategy 
• Reward Program Strategy 
• Program Campaign Strategy 
• Competitive Program Insights 
• Management & Program Execution 
• Measurement, Insights & Optimization 
• Staff Training 

Reputation Management

You are what your customers say you are.

Your reputation as a brand is increasingly becoming synonymous with what your customers are saying about you online. 
There is no amount of marketing that can fix a reputation problem that stems from core operations, customer service or 
quality issues. That problem needs to be fixed by identifying and responding to the issues raised by your customer base.

At Danapros, we pride ourselves in building brand advocacy – a marketing strategy that can only be implemented when a
brand has satisfied loyal customers. The first step in creating brand advocates is providing them with an excellent product
or service that surpasses their expectations. In order to do that, you need to listen to what they’re saying about you and 
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be willing to adjust accordingly.

Danapros Reputation Management Services

• Reputation Management Strategy 
• Brand Perception & Sentiment Audit 
• Conversation & Review Topic Analysis 
• Competitive Benchmarking & Insights 
• Influential & Niche Review Sites Identification 
• Create & Optimize Business Listings on Key Review Sites 
• Response & Escalation Strategy 
• Draft Templated Responses to Common Topics 
• Review Ask Campaign Strategy 
• Management & Program Execution 
• Measurement, Insights & Optimization 
• Governance, Tools & Platform Recommendations 
• Staff Training 

Influencer Marketing

The journey from influencer to advocate. The best influencers start out with the best of intentions. Our goal is to know 
and activate both current and potential influencers early and often. It is likely that your brand already has a segment of 
influencer relationships achieving advocacy levels, known as Influential Advocates.

Danapros approaches influencer relationship management as a core component of a brand’s journey towards developing
long-term advocates. Influencers become advocates for a brand only after they have established a relationship based on 
mutual trust, respect, and a fair exchange of value.

Danapros Influencer Services

• Influencer Engagement Strategy 
• Influencer Relationship Management 
• Loyalty & Rewards Programs 
• Referral Programs 
• Reputation Management Services 
• Staff Training, Policies & Corporate Integration 
• Day-to-Day Management, Execution, Measurement, Insights & Program Optimization 
• Brand Advocacy Strategy 
• Advocate Identification & Personas 
• Advocacy & Brand Ambassador Program

http://www.ciceron.com/what-we-do/brand-advocacy/
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Content Marketing Strategy

Connect with consumers through content. Content creation is becoming one of the essential tools of an effective 
marketing strategy. Having a solid content strategy can help with many elements of your marketing efforts; like building 
consumer trust, establishing your expertise in your industry and increasing brand awareness.

Content marketing can help your brand connect with your consumers on a basic level. 61% of consumers say they feel 
better about a company that delivers custom content, and they are more likely to buy from that company.

Danapros can help you create a content strategy that will engage your specific audience with the right content in the 
right places, position the brand as a thought leader in the industry, and create a content strategy that pushes potential 
consumers into the sales funnel to generate future sales.

Danapros Content Marketing Services

• Content Strategy 
• Content Distribution Strategy 
• Map Content to: Internal Subject Matter Experts, Audience Needs, Types of Content, Channel/Medium & 

Keywords 
• Content Creation 
• Editorial Planning 
• Content Engagement Assessment 
• Content Theme Mapping 
• Brand Voice & Personality 
• Copywriting 
• Content & Editorial Workflow 
• Staff Training 

Email Marketing & Automation

Although it has been around for years, Email Marketing is still one of the most personal, measurable and cost-effective 
digital channels available. Even as consumers expand the channels they go to for information, email continues to be the 
glue that holds it all together. However, email suffers from not being shiny and new, and unfortunately it’s the consumers
that are being affected.

According to the ExactTarget study, Marketers from Mars, 36% of consumers use email most often to connect with 
brands – more than Facebook and Twitter combined. It is clear that consumers value email, but what about the brands?

Danapros believes in the power of email marketing and automation. Let us help you move beyond the “batch and blast” 
mindset and into the world of marketing automation and behavior-based messaging.

Danapros Email Marketing & Automation Services

• Email Marketing Strategy 
• Email Marketing & Automation Consulting 
• Email Program Audit 
• Audience Segmentation Analysis 
• Messaging Framework 
• Automation Architecture & Workflow 
• Campaign Development 
• Custom Template Design & HTML Development 
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• Production & Execution 
• Database List Management 
• Reporting, Insights & Optimization 
• Platform Selection & Training 
• Best Practices & Business Integration 

Search Marketing

Search Marketing Runs Deep. Search plays an important role in any organization’s overall success. Succeeding in the 
search battlefield is hard work. Danapros will guide you through the clutter and do what matters in order to stand out 
against their competitors.

We take search marketing to the next level. Google has changed the game and we know how to play. You can no longer 
cheat the system with unnatural links and highly optimized code. We manage and optimize continuous search programs, 
create content that’s not only search friendly but highly in-tune with that the searcher needs. We put the plans in place 
to ensure that 3rd party, user generated reviews are populated, your content is syndicated, and your social followers 
engaged with your posts. Advocate actions not only bring your search rankings up, but inspire others to take action.

Danapros Search Marketing Services

• Search Engine Optimization (SEO) 
• Technical SEO Audit 
• Keyword Research & Mapping 
• Keyword Mapping (remove) 
• On Page SEO 
• Off Site SEO 
• Natural Link Building 
• Competitive SEO Analysis 
• Content Strategy 
• Content Creation 
• Content Distribution 
• Reputation Management 
• Community Management 
• Social Media 
• Paid Media 
• Paid Search (PPC / SEM) 

Web Design & Development

It's about more than aesthetics. When we built or redesigned your website, we took a user-centered approach to web 
design, starting with the development of user personas that drive the architecture, content and design of the site. We 
ensure that every user, no matter what type of device they’re on, has access to the content and functionality that they’re
looking for.

More and more people are visiting businesses online than ever before, and your company’s website  can increasingly 
become the first point of contact for customers. That’s why we believe that websites not only need to be beautifully 
designed, but also designed to meet the unique needs of your users.
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10 steps for managing social media marketing leading to sales transactions

How social media interactions can lead to sales has been the focus of many a discussion in recent years as social media 
has grown to become a major customer touchpoint. 

What most people assume is that social is not is a direct sales tool. The reason for this is because if you think about a 
classic sales funnel from Reach, interest, evaluation, conversion, referral and repeat business, then social media 
marketing normally only influences the reach element i.e. Awareness.

You could compare this to putting up a billboard at a busy train station and exposing the message to 100,000 visitors; you
may not receive any direct calls from the advert however you have still reached 100k people. Social is a little bit like this, 
however it has a number of significant advantages making it a very special tool.

The 10 steps leading to encourage social media transactions

We will create social media plan that has a range of short, medium and long-term benefits based on applying the 
campaign to the sales funnel as described above. Based on the following 10 step process we will offer a successful social 
campaign that is focused on transactional results.

1. Profile 
2. Research 
3. Email and Data 
4. Like Gating 
5. Engagement 
6. Stickiness 
7. Conversation 
8. Registration 
9. Advocacy 
10. Transactional

Profile

One of the first steps in any successful campaign is to define the types of clients you want to target, use existing data to 
profile them.

By researching through social insight tools we can analyze the client's social activity to determine ways to 
market them to gain greater reach with key influencers, or you may find that the target audience is largely 
female or between 30-45 for example.

This all has an impact on the way you market the client to their social audience, and the way the audience react to your 
messaging. By researching that market for topical news stories we can find out how they interact with the product, their 
buying process, so we can tailor our campaigns around these.

We can also find out where the pockets of communities are, when thinking about social it is best to think of many 
disjointed audiences that are not connected. This is similar to thinking about the top 10 major cities as social networks, 
they all have your target audience in them, and they are all connected by the people within them, but they are not 
joined together.

Taking the example of the US, this is similar to Facebook being L.A, Twitter being Chicago, and Pinterest 
being Miami. Our job is to work out the local variation and find the target audience within each city. Then 
work out how much time and effort to assign to each city; some cities may have a larger percentage of your 
target audience for example.
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Each city will also have groups within them that are made up of your target audience. If you think about this as a group 
of gym goers and you want to market to them, the best approach probably is not to spam them with brand messaging.

This is the reason that social marketing is not thought of as a direct sales mechanism, you could think of it like this but 
you would have the normal sales funnel effect where 10 leads to 1.

We are trying to create an inverted sales funnel, where we drop in 1 customer and this leads to many conversions, and in 
turn many more referrals.

Research

We use social research to find more of the same target audience to talk to them about.

The first stage of the campaign is to do our homework, and start by researching the market and really drilling down into 
the target audience, the sector we’re focusing on, and the major selling points of the brand

We start by researching the news for relevant topical articles that describe the state of the market.

We follow this up by creating insight around the clients existing social media strategy using a range of tools to highlight 
areas that the client does not know already, we can then use this to our advantage when marketing to the target 
audience.

For example we may find out that through topical news research that the market is about to explode in a new way within
food markets and there may be a food scare, therefore you want to focus on the advantages of your product over a 
competitors.

Email

Email data we collect is like the turbo fuel for your car, the more relevant the data the faster you will travel, especially 
when used to accelerate a social campaign. Start by sending out an email campaign to our data set and explain the 
benefits of using your social media or communicating with you on your Social channels .

Like Gating – A value transaction

The idea here is to incentivise visitors to Like your page by offering them something in exchange i.e. a white paper, prizes,
content etc.

The best way then is to offer a value transaction, the nice way of doing things. Giving something in exchange for 
something else.

If you think back to the gym goers, the best way to talk to them will be to offer valuable information, this could be 
anything that your research highlights, for example information on the latest healthy food products, the best locations to
train etc.

It could be anything to be honest, but the point is that they are gaining benefit from interacting with you, and intern they
spread the word to their network. The beauty of this is that your Fan’s network of friends is likely to be made of very a 
similar demographic and in the same locality, i.e. a high percentage of your target audience and in greater numbers! 
What could be better.

Engagement

Engaging fans on your Facebook page is the quickest way of creating an empathy and creating stronger bonds with your 
community. We can ask Fans to upload something to your page, a picture or comment, and even pull in hashtag 
comments from Twitter or use Facebooks Hashtags.
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Respond to the comments you receive and open up friendly dialog with fans, updating social media pages on a regular 
basis can benefit your engagement scores and being gracious to followers and Retweets also helps build your exposure – 
It's about creating conversations!

Stickiness

A great way to attract people back to your Facebook book page again and again is to Incentivize Fans, for example we 
could run a competition where Fans need to come back again and again to see how they are performing and if they are 
winning. We can be really creative here and as crazy as you like so research what is working well and then apply to your 
Facebook community.

At its very simplest we could have a voting system where the uploaded pictures, funny hashtag comments or whatever it 
is that’s being voted on gets pushed to the top of your page and are in with a chance of winning. Remember to do this 
through an program rather than voting with Likes as Liking to vote goes against Facebook’s Terms and Conditions.

Voting gives Fans reasons to come back again and again to see how they are doing in the competition and 
engage with other Fans on your Wall.

Studies  show that offering both lower weekly prizes as well as a Grand prize keeps fans engaged for the longest, and if 
you’re running a campaign for around a month then we need a strong pull to keep your Fans engaged by offering prizes 
that means something to them.

Conversation

A quick way to generate user based content and conversation is through product reviews. People who try your services 
are far more likely to rave about them if the experience is enjoyably and they have a place to comment.

When launching a service you want to find as many early adopters as possible i.e. people who like to try 
things as soon as they come out. These types of people like to shout from the rooftops about what’s new 
and working well for them, and so the best way to engage Fans is by offering free trials in exchange for a 
review.

The other reason this is quite powerful is because it offers a great exchange of value, i.e. you’re giving away a sample of 
your service and recipients are giving their time to write a review. It’s a two-way relationship, although we really want to 
motivate the early adopters to become your early advocates and use them to build your army of evangelists.

Registration

Throughout a Facebook campaign we may want to capture the data from your community, or from people who engage 
with you on Facebook. For example if we want to add your Fans to a mailing list for future marketing purposes.

Some businesses for example may run without having access to their primary customer as they work through an 
intermediary.

One of the best ways we have found to capture data properly i.e. by requesting permission, is to ask Fans to 
submit their details in order to receive an incentive, for example a discount voucher or product review, or 
entry to the grand prize in a competition. This gives a logical exchange again and means that any email 
campaigns you run will be received and have a much higher conversion rate.

Advocacy

Advocates are our online virtual sales team, they are not to be underestimated. Our job as the Community Manager is to
engage and incentivize fans on a regular basis so they are singing from the rooftops about how great your products are.
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We can ask fans to share your content i.e. competitions with their network, and if you can build this into the competition
program then the growth potential of your fan reach is far higher. What this means is to incentivize Fans you are talking 
to share your page, or competition with their friends.

The beauty is that if fans expose you to their network of friends, as they are made of a very similar demographic then 
they are much more likely to engage with you.

For example if our product is baby care and our community demographic is females between 25 – 45 then a high 
proportion of their friends will be in the same age range and of the same sex and more likely to be interested in what 
you have to offer.

Facebook now has a built-in recommendation feature specifically for this purpose that will give advocates the platform 
to sing their praises for a brand called Facebook.

Transactional

One of the best ways to understand the effectiveness of a Facebook campaign is to go full cycle and track offline sales 
that have been generated. One of the easiest ways to do this is to offer users a unique auto generated voucher code that 
they can redeem online, and in a store.

This then means we can literally work out the precise ROI generated from the campaign, working back from how much 
the campaign cost, to how many people you engaged, and how much profit you ended up making after everything was 
complete.

Bearing in mind we have also built a community of fans who are more likely to buy from you since you engaged them, as 
well as the advocate benefits, and repeat sales that will be generated in the future. We now have more direct sales, and 
long-term prospects with a community of fans that are really loyal to you.
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Developing your Brand Strategy for Social Media

Like any business decision for your brand, it’s important to have a clear path that outlines the who, what, where, when, 
why and hows for your social media strategy. Here is a list of 8 questions that can serve as the main building blocks of 
your strategy. Furthermore, this will help you answer the 15 most important questions about your brand's core value. 

1. Who is my audience? In order to even begin to put a strategy together, it’s essentially important to have a target 
audience in mind. Males, schoolteachers, or children are not specific enough of a focus. Generally, there are 3 
major things you should identify when defining an audience: demographics, interests and needs. If you can point 
out the exact demographics of your target audience, understand their interests, motivations, but especially their 
needs, you will be able to reach their beloved news feeds.

2. Which platform is my target audience on? Before you can share content with your newly found audience, you 
need to know where it is that they are sharing and receiving content. Platforms such as Instagram and Twitter 
are extremely common, and are considered a “must” for brands to participate on. Now, however, these social 
networks are becoming more defined and their user base is becoming more and more unique with different 
ways to engage with them. Not all brands belong on Facebook, and attempting to build an audience on there 
could be a waste of dollars. Instead of being on absolutely all the platforms, do the research on who is using 
which networks, and post accordingly.

3. What are my short vs. long term goals? Rome wasn’t built in a day, and neither will your brand’s social media 
presence. (Unless you commit a social sin and buy some fake followers!) Clear short and long-term goals should 
be a foundational first step. Short-term goals should be measurable things such as “get 10 new followers each 
week for the month of May” or “increase Facebook engagement by 50% in a month.” Whereas long-term goals 
are more about positioning: host a Twitter forum, or to secure 25% more new business deals via Twitter. You’ll 
want to make sure that you are continually evaluating your short vs. long-term goals, and adjusting them as you 
go.

4. What is my budget? Sharing content on Pinterest and Facebook may be free, but extending the reach of your 
message through advertising will take a few dollars, research, and time. Identify a reasonable budget before you 
start planning a social media strategy to help better visualize where paid ads will be and exactly what they will 
look like.

5. What are my competitors doing? Peeping out what strategy your competition is utilizing is a must. A brand can 
learn a lot about the playing field simply by observing what the industry’s top 3 competitors are doing. Take note 
of which networks they are on, what type of content they’re sharing, and how their fans are interacting with 
them. Is there anything you can duplicate, or possibly do better? What isn’t working for them? Take much 
needed time to scope out competitors’ social media strategy, and then move in for the kill!

6. What types of content do I need to create, according to the platforms? The component of a brand’s social media 
strategy that will set it apart from others is the original and creative content. This can be in the form of a blog, 
YouTube videos, photos for Facebook and Instagram or how-to’s for Pinterest. While you’re creating content and 
planning your social strategy, take into account that some content works better on certain networks than others. 
For example, the Facebook algorithm prefers images to links, so sharing high quality photography on Facebook 
makes sense. A network like LinkedIn however, is better suited for industry news, brand stories and thought 
pieces, as opposed to stunning visuals. Align your content with the proper networks to have the most 
effectiveness!

7. What types of content should I be curating and sharing? Another part of a social media strategy involves curating
content from other sources to share with your network. This content should be highly informational and useful 
to your target audience. You should also always provide your own take on the piece in conjunction with sharing 
the link itself. Let your followers know what you think about the content and add to the conversation. You might 
be surprised at the engagement you receive!

8. How will I engage with the target audience? Social media is less about the followers and more about the 
engagements. That’s why determining how you will actively engage with the followers you’ve amassed is 
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extremely important. Instead of outright asking for likes or retweets, ask your followers to share their own 
stories with you or to submit photos to a hashtag. To get your followers to engage with you, you must present 
them with a good reason why they should. Provide an incentive like new information, exclusive content, or even 
a social media shout out. Think of social media as a two-way street between you and your followers, and your 
social media marketing strategy will grow and thrive!

Utilizing social media should be part of every business plan, but it should also be done right. Take the time to plan your 
social media marketing effort so that the time you spend in the future isn’t wasted. Get to know your audience and 
predict what they will want to learn more about based on your interactions with them and what’s currently happening in
your industry. Just be sure to keep evolving your social media strategy as your influence and audience grows!
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Once you have carefully researched and developed your brand strategy, you should be able to answer these questions 
quickly and accurately.

1. Have I tightly defined my brand’s target customers?

2. What is my brand’s awareness level among my target customers?

3. Do I know what my brand stands for in my customers’ minds?

4. What is my brand’s unique value proposition?

5. What is my brand’s story?

6. What makes my brand admirable?

7. Does my brand possess values that is shared with customers?

8. Does my brand engage my customers in meaningful ways?

9. Is my brand available where my target customers shop?

10.What does my brand do to surprise and delight my customers?

11.Have I carefully designed my brand’s customer touch points?

12. Am I completely consistent in how I present my brand to the world?

13.Does my brand connect with my customers on an emotional level?
 

14.Can my customers use my brand as a vehicle for self-expression?

15.What processes have I put in place to ensure that my brand is carefully managed?
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